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The MMC Medical Staff Retreat was held Jan. 19 at the Great 
Wolf Lodge. More than 100 attendees braved the polar vortex 
to participate in the half-day event: “Shaping the Future 
Together.”

Kevin Omilusik, MD; MMC Chief Medical Officer, kicked 
off the event with a presentation of the results of the 
Munson Medical Center Great Place to Practice Survey and 
how we might move towards combined efforts and culture 
change to find solutions to the challenges identified. 

This was followed by a presentation by MHC CEO Ed Ness, 
MMC President Al Pilong, and consultant Bob Kaufman on 
the Munson Healthcare strategic system goals. Keeping the 
medical staff informed and involved in system initiatives was  
the key reason the strategies were included in the program. 
MMC’s role in MHC’s rapid growth and developing regional 
activity was reviewed as were national health care trends that  
call for organizational change. Technology, competition, 
value-based reimbursement, and increased expenses have a 
monumental effect in both local and system decision-making. 
Providers were asked to help prioritize the draft MHC 
strategies.

Both sessions included breakout discussion sessions during 
which attendees brainstormed on feedback, suggestions, and 
solutions. 

“It was very telling by the large number of physicians and 
APPs who attended the retreat,” said Peter Sneed, MD; Grand 
Traverse Ophthalmology Clinic and Director of the Northern 
Physicians Organization. “We want, need, and will continue to 

The Retreat by the Numbers:

• 38 medical and surgical specialties represented

• 75 physicians

• 28 advanced practice providers

• 7 MMC / MHC board members

• 10 administrators / senior leadership

Medical Staff Retreat – January 2019
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Was the retreat 
valuable?

How often should we have  
a retreat (per year)?

What is the best  
way to communicate  

to providers?

Have It Your Way: Live Polling Results
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work toward the success of Munson Medical Center being the 
best acute care hospital possible. We are grateful that board 
members Catherine Collins, Jay Hook, and Pat Heintz were in 
attendance. We have great opportunities before us to achieve 
the Triple Aim and be an example for the country in how to 
succeed with great patient experience, high quality, and low 
cost health care.”

Attendees’ feedback is currently being reviewed and will be 
used to guide action plans and next steps. In the meantime, 
read page 3 for a sample of attendees’ suggestions.

New to the retreat format this year was real-time electronic 
polling, which allowed leadership to gather direct feedback 
to questions on the spot. For the second year in a row 
the Medical Staff invited representation from MMC’s 
advanced practice providers (APPs) – physician assistants, 
nurse practitioners, certified nurse midwives, and nurse 
anesthetists/anesthesiology assistants. 

Katie Aurand, PA-C; MMC Trauma & Acute Care Surgery; 
Co-Chair of the MAPP Committee, shared, “On behalf of 
my APP colleagues, I want to thank the Medical Staff for 
including us in this event. Involving the entire health care 
team in solutions will help effectively bring about positive 
change, strengthen our culture, and increase our successes.”

“We want to thank all of the physicians, APPs, board 
members, and administrators who participated,” said Medical 
Staff President Joseph Will, MD. “This year’s retreat was 
our largest yet, and the table discussion mixing specialties, 
combined with the immediate feedback of electronic voting 
really improved our engagement and productivity. I’m looking 
forward to working together with Dr. Omilusik, medical staff 
leadership, providers, and Administration to transform the 
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feedback and suggestions to actual process improvements 
and positive changes. Look for more communication. In 
the meantime, we remain available for any questions or 
comments.” 

Dr. Will can be reached at jwill1@mhc.net, and Dr. Omilusik 
at komilusik@mhc.net.

MMC Board Chair and former Major League pitcher Jay Hook (above) shared 
an experience with NY Mets Manager Casey Stengel to illustrate the power of 
positive communication. (Below) Attendees used breakout sessions to discuss 
culture change and collaborative solutions to challenges. 
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Positive Changes to Which Providers Committed:

• Give up “us vs. they” way of thinking, complain less, participate more
• Open lines of communication. Make time for meetings, discuss issues with Admin, interact with staff.
• Be less resistant to change.
• Network and integrate with colleagues across specialties; more face to face.

And the Survey Said... 
Below is a sampling of the suggestions received at the retreat. For the full listing, contact Katryna Glettler (kglettler@mhc.net).

ADMINISTRATION SHOULD...

1 Develop culture of common vision with providers.  
Assume good intent.

2
Remember what it is like to be a physician. Shadow 
to see different roles/ how much time needed; 
ask departments what help they need.

3
Use team approach, collaborate, and engage providers earlier in  
decision process. Listen with an open mind. Convince us you hear  
ideas and concerns.

4 Increase visibility, round to front line (all shifts), come to section 
meetings. Have an open door, make it safe to voice concerns.

5 Transparency. Communication = Trust.

6 Act consistently; stop differing stories from different administrators;  
be on same page.

7 Follow-up, give feedback, and timely response. 
Close the loop (or you lose momentum).

8 Offer feedback on performance, provide recognition,  
showcase the high level of care.

9 Listen without judgement, adopt suggestions, and be 
creative. If no $$, compromise on alternate solutions.

10
Support infrastructure and the jobs that support the people  
who take care of patients. Increase support 
staff (EMR, data entry, and billing).

11
When communicating decisions, be careful in explanation  
and provide comparables from other systems to  
support implementing change.

12 Prioritize EMR improvements, unified MR number, more IT support.

13 Recognize value of PCP, support ambulatory, lean processes, 
and improve patient interfaces with hospital.

14 Seek to fix discharge concerns. Increase night/weekend 
coverage from pharmacy, social work, etc.

15 Don’t weaponize True North and avoid “surveyor mode.”

16
Clarify MMC relations with MHC and the vision for the 
system, keep informed what’s going on, create consistent 
processes, facilitate standardization, integrate, and optimize.

17 Develop leaders, foster retention of experienced medical staff  
(increase wages, education).

18 Involve APPs more, come to their level, and hear their issues. 
APPs feel unsupported by Admin during adverse events.

PROVIDERS SHOULD...

1 Lose “Us” vs. “Them.” Assume good intent.

2
Put yourself in Admin’s shoes, work with them on solutions; respect 
the pressures on hospital and appreciate what it provides. Clearly 
identify issues, communicate what you want and resources needed.

3
Work together for culture of excellence and safety. Think 
of the whole team, not the individual provider. Lead by 
example. Be accountable for your practice and behavior.

4 Get involved, engaged, be available, come to meetings and 
provide input, read emails, make time for Admin rounds.

5 Communication = Trust.

6 Be open minded, flexible, willing to make changes, and compromise.

7 Work to improve doctor-nurse interactions, talk to staff; take time 
when rounding, offer constructive feedback, be humble and patient.

8 Appreciate the expertise we have here. Say “Thank You.”  
Appreciate ALL who take care of the patient.

9 Be a problem solver, not a problem finder; be innovative, 
look for ways to improve and act on them.

10 Understand that many of the “rules” we complain about  
cannot be ‘fixed’ by eliminating them.

11
Pick up the phone more, meet face to face, share stories,  
collaborate on consults, curbsides and quick questions, 
increase communication across service lines.

12 Make an effort to understand the computer system and 
orders documentation, complete records on time.

13 Let Admin know what meaningful recognition is.

14 Help with throughput, better ER handoffs.

15 Receive communication on plans/reasons 
from Medical Staff leaders.

16 Collaborate with Admin on regional care of patients, bring 
care to other communities, integrate and optimize.

17 Be welcoming to new staff and providers, improve their  
orientation, guide, and counsel.

18 Have fun! Don’t be overwhelmed by the moment, have a positive 
attitude, implement change in small increments every day.
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How do you see your role as MMC 
Anesthesia Department Chair? 
A phenomenal group of clinicians have 
held this role over the years, including 
Brian Kiessling, MD, and Dave Ripper, 
MD, who have both been great mentors. 
My goal is to keep up the great work!

 
Advice on building positive relationships?
Relationships are built on trust. Our department is unique 
in that we interact with many departments throughout the 
system. We are not just in the ORs anymore! This allows us to 
foster great face-to-face relationships daily.

Looking forward, what will be the most significant 
challenge for our health care community?
We practice “Big City” medicine in a small town. It’s a 
phenomenal asset to have such advanced, quality care in our 
community, but it has costs. We need to invest now to meet 
our future goals.

What would people be surprised to learn about you?
As a Southern California native, I have embraced northern 
Michigan winters and even jog into work each day as it’s a 
short commute from 6th St. I’ve only regretted my journey 
once when I was SPRAYED BY A SKUNK on the way into my 
second day of work! Both my patients and colleagues that day 
found it equally hilarious and revolting.

What would you like providers to know about you and 
your hospital’s leadership?

The Anesthesiology Department will always advocate for 
our patients’ safety. As we grow as a system, the personal 
interactions that each Munson Healthcare team member has 
with hospital leadership may be less frequent, but hospital 
leaders have the interests of ALL team members in mind.

In Brief

Hospital: Munson Medical Center (2012)
Practices at: Traverse Anesthesia Associates
Medicine Department Chair Since: June 2018
Specialty: Anesthesiology
Education: Georgetown University School of Medicine
Residency: University of Michigan
Fellowship: University of Michigan
Married to: Jackie Martin; married 15 years ago in Empire, MI
Children: Colin (10), Hailey (7)
Favorite pastimes: Summers around the water, golf, coaching the 
kiddos' sports teams
Contact: 231-935-5770; mmartin3@mhc.net

Getting to Know: Matt Martin, MD
Anesthesia Department Chair

Matt Martin, MD

“The best way to practice is to treat everyone  
like family.”

Celebrating National Doctors’ Day 
Physicians are invited to gather for a lunch reception  
to celebrate National Doctors’ Day. 

Tuesday, March 19 
Cowell Family Cancer Center – Conference Center (basement)

12:00 pm Doctors’ Day Lunch Reception 
12:30 pm Annual Medical Staff Meeting

Munson Advanced Practice 
Providers (MAPP) Committee

Wednesdays, 5 - 8 pm

• May 8, 2019; Cowell Family Cancer Center

• August 14, 2019; Cowell Family Cancer Center

• November 13, 2019; Hagerty Center

SAVE THE DATE



The Medical Executive Committee voted last September 
to revise the Medical Staff dues structure and billing 
process, implementing a tiered dues schedule based on staff 
category and scope of practice. In addition, billing which 
previously was done in summer for the prior Medical Staff 
year, is adjusting to bill forward in 2019. In order to prevent 
a hardship during the transition, all providers are receiving 
a 75% reduction on 2018 dues. Dues are paid by all medical 
staff members and credentialed advanced practice providers.

Invoices covering the reduced 2017-18 amount and 2019 dues 
will be sent in the coming weeks.  If you have any questions, 
please contact Katryna (kglettler@mhc.net, 231-935-5891)

HEALTH CARE TEAM
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MMC Medical Staff Dues

MMC Medical Staff Dues Invoices Coming

Category Prior 2018 2019

Active $400 $100 $400

Courtesy $400 $100 $300

Community $400 $100 $300

Consulting $400 $100 $200

APP $50 $12.50 $100

Benefits of Medical Staff Membership and What Your Dues Support

• Cerner/PowerChart and EMR access
• Secure Outlook email account
• Remote access to MMC intranet and hospital department resources
• Inclusion in the online referral service
• Use of medical library, access to online resources, literature reviews, 

document delivery and scholarly publishing support
• Use of MMC discounts at area businesses
• Access to leadership and hospital resources (e.g., officers/ department/sections, 

Provider Services, Medical Staff Office, credentialing, Ethics, Well Being, etc.)
• Ambulatory clinical and practice support (e.g., Physician Web Scheduler,  

forms access, etc.) 
• Participation in state and federal collaborative quality initiatives

100% underwritten by Munson 
Medical Center (MMC)

• Annual Medical Staff leadership stipends ($200,000)
• Physician Welcome Reception and other medical staff events ($20,000)

50% underwritten by Medical 
Staff dues, 50% by MMC

• UpToDate, including in-hospital and remote access ($25,000)
$25,000 underwritten by Medical 
Staff dues, $167,000 by MMC

• Access to MMC sponsored CME and educational  
programs ($25,000)

$25,000 underwritten by Medical 
Staff dues, remainder by MMC

• Medical Staff access to the resources of the AMA 
Organized Medical Staff Section ($3,000)

• Continuing education scholarship for MMC  
credentialing staff ($2,500)

100% underwritten by 
Medical Staff dues



Provider News

Welcome New Providers
• Marian Bercu, MD; Pediatric Neurosurgery; Helen DeVos Children's Hospital Traverse City Pediatric Specialty Clinics
• Jennifer Blied, NP; iNDIGO Health Partners
• David Bradley, MD; Pediatric Cardiology; University of Michigan Congenital Heart Center
• Adam Dorfman, MD; Pediatric Cardiology; University of Michigan Congenital Heart Center
• Eric Ferrigan, PA-C; Munson Urgent Care
• Chelsea Holzworth, CRNA; Traverse Anesthesia Associates
• Michelle Koning, NNP; MMC NICU
• Laurel Leithauser, MD; Dermatology; Skin Cancer and Dermatology Center (new practice: 1225 W. Front St., Ste. C, 

Traverse City, MI 49684; 231-486-0230)
• Scott Maurer, MD; Pediatric Cardiology; University of Michigan Congenital Heart Center
• David Moon, MD; Pediatric Neurology; Helen DeVos Children's Hospital Neurology
• Zita Muladore, NP; Traverse Heart & Vascular
• Melissa Schaub, NP; Cowell Family Cancer Center
• John Stanifer, MD; Nephrology; Munson Nephrology Consultants

Moves
• Nicole Fliss, MD; has left MHC Empire Family Care; she has joined Munson Urgent Care
• Nanette Peters, NP; has left Thomas Judd Care Center; she has joined MMC Outpatient Behavioral Health
• The following Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation physicians are now practicing as part of Mary Free Bed 

Rehabilitation Physicians, located at Munson Community Health Center, 550 Munson Ave., Traverse City, MI 49686; 
231-935-8604: - Kimberly Augenstein, MD              - Andrew Cole, MD               - Marshall Poole, DO

Retired
• Vince Cornellier, PhD; has retired from clinical practice but will remain an active member of MMC’s Ethics Committee
• Sasidharan Nair, MD, FACC; Cardiology; Traverse Heart & Vascular
• Michael Schulte, MD, FACC; Cardiology; Traverse Heart & Vascular
• Russell VanHouzen, MD; Internal Medicine

No Longer on Staff or Practicing at MMC
• Andrea Frey, PA-C; iNDIGO Health Partners
• Jamie Hembrecht, NNP; MMC NICU
• Anas Taqatqa, MD; Helen DeVos Children’s Hospital Cardiology

Other
• Jennifer Schell, DO; Dr. Schell is the new MMC Physician Advisor for Utilization and Patient Care Management.  

She no longer practices at Traverse Area Pediatric and Adolescent Clinic. Dr. Schell can be reached at 231-935-6929.

munsonhealthcare.org/physician

The Pulse is published six times a year. We welcome your feedback and topic suggestions: pulse@mhc.net  
Deb Kimball, Provider Relations, 231-935-3388, dkimball@mhc.net  |  Katryna Glettler, Medical Staff Services, 231-935-5891, kglettler@mhc.net

Munson Medical Center Contacts

Kevin Omilusik, MD  
Chief Medical Officer
231-935-6516  |  komilisuk@mhc.net

Joe Will, MD   
President of Medical Staff
231-935-0440  |  jwill1@mhc.net

Don Caraccio, MD 
Chief Medical Services
231-935-2284  |  dcaraccio@mhc.net

Walt Noble, MD, FACS 
Chief Surgical Services
231-935-6864  |  wnoble@mhc.net

Al Pilong
President
231-935-6510  |  apilong@mhc.net

Derk Pronger 
Chief Operating Officer
231-935-6909  |  dpronger@mhc.net

Loraine Frank-Lightfoot 
Chief Nursing Officer & VP Patient Care Services
231-935-6513  |  lfranklightfoot@mhc.net

Diane Barton
Quality Director
231-392-0185  |  dbarton@mhc.net

Katryna Glettler 
Manager, Medical Staff Services
231-935-5891  |  kglettler@mhc.net

Yvonne Skiera 
Medical Staff Services
231-935-5884  |  yskiera@mhc.net
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